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January, 2014

Tuesday, January 21, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Ozgur Ceyhan
(University of Luxembourg)

From physics to geometry and number theory: Feynman integrals and
multiple zeta values

Abstract: Physicists have developed various state of the art techniques to com-
pute the quantities of great physical relevance in particle physics. Mid 90’s, it
was observed that a central object of number theory, multiple zeta values, per-
sist to appear in Feynman integral computations. A priori there is no reason of
such phenomenon. Following this observation, Kontsevich proposed a conceptual
explanation based on algebraic geometry, that is, the loci of divergence in these
integrals must be very particular type of algebraic geometric objects, mixed Tate
motives. In 2000, Belkale and Brosnan disproved this conjecture. Since then, a
new research area has develop providing both evidences and counter evidences to
Kontsevich’s insight.

In this talk, I will describe the current state of this very active research area, a way
to correct Kontsevich’s proposal and show that the regularized Feynman integrals
in position space setting as well as their ambiguities are given in terms of periods
of suitable configuration spaces, which are mixed Tate. This talk is based on a
joint paper with M. Marcolli.



General Mathematics Seminar
of the

University of Luxembourg
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

February, 2014

Tuesday, February 11, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, RoomB02

Prof. Colin Guillarmou
(École normale supérieure)

The spectrum of geodesic flow on compact hyperbolic manifolds

Abstract: We describe the spectrum of the vector field generating the geodesic flow
on compact hyperbolic manifolds acting on certain anisotropic Sobolev spaces; the
eigenvalues are called Ruelle resonances and we relate them to quantum data. As
an application, this provides precise asymptotic expansion of classical correlations
for the geodesic flow in the spirit of Ratner’s theorem.
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University of Luxembourg
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February, 2014

Tuesday, February 25, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Haluk Sengün
(University of Warwick)

Torsion Homology of Arithmetic Hyperbolic 3-Manifolds and Number
Theory

Abstract: Torsion homology of arithmetic manifolds has received much attention
from number theorists recently. The aim of the first half of this introductory talk,
where we will touch upon notions like “arithmetic manifolds”, “Hecke operators”,
and “modular forms”, will be to illustrate the importance of torsion from the per-
spective of number theory. In the second half, I will present new joint work with
N. Bergeron and A. Venkatesh which relates the topological complexity of homo-
logy cycles to the asymptotic growth of torsion homology in the case of arithmetic
hyperbolic 3-manifolds. I will especially focus on the interesting use of the cele-
brated “Cheeger-Mueller Theorem” from global analysis.
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University of Luxembourg
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Luxembourg Mathematical Society

March, 2014

Tuesday,March 4, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Simone Gutt
(Université Libre de Bruxelles)

Symplectic Space forms and their submanifolds

Abstract: A symplectic symmetric space whose canonical connection is of Ricci-
type can be considered as a symplectic analogue of a space form in Riemannian
geometry. In this symplectic context, one can write the equivalent of the funda-
mental theorems of submanifold theory in Riemannian space forms; the Gauss-
Codazzi and Ricci equations suffice to determine a “good” symplectic submanifold
of this symmetric space. Totally geodesic good submanifolds of simply connected
symplectic space forms can be described; there is a natural homogeneous space
structure on subsets of the set of those totally geodesic submanifolds. This could
lead to new frameworks for Radon-type transforms.
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March, 2014

Tuesday,March 18, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, RoomB02

Prof. Roman Fedorov
(Max Plank Institute, Bonn)

A conjecture of Grothendieck and Serre and affine Grassmannians

Abstract: The conjecture of Grothendieck and Serre on principal bundles states
that a principal bundle for a reductive group scheme over an integral regular scheme
is Zariski locally trivial, if it is trivial generically. I will discuss the recent proof of
the conjecture for schemes over infinite fields by Ivan Panin and myself.

It turns out that the conjecture is reduced to a statement about families of principal
bundles on smooth affine rational curves–these families will be the main characters
of the talk. I’ll present some results for such families, which are obtained using the
technique of affine Grassmannians.



General Mathematics Seminar
of the

University of Luxembourg
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

March, 2014

Tuesday,March 25, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Glenn Barnich
(Université Libre de Bruxelles)

Three dimensional gravity, holography and Virasoro cadjoint orbits

Abstract: The symmetry group of three dimensional asymptotically anti-de Sitter
spacetimes is shown to be the conformal group in two dimensions. In the asymp-
totically flat case, it is the BMS group in three dimensions, which is the semi-direct
product of the diffeomorphism group on the circle with its adjoint representation
embedded as an abelian normal subgroup. We further show that the reduced
phase space of these three dimensional gravity theories is completely described by
the coadjoint representation of their symmetry groups. As a consequence, a series
of natural questions in 3d gravity can be phrased and answered in terms of the
well-known classification of Virasoro coadjoints orbits and their properties.



General Mathematics Seminar
of the

University of Luxembourg
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

May, 2014

Tuesday,May 6, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, RoomB02

Prof. Julien Grivaux
(Université d’Aix–Marseille)

Orbifold cohomology via Gromov–Witten invariants

Abstract: In this talk, I will present Kontsevich’s original approach for counting
nodal rational curves in the complex projective plane. Then I will explain how this
construction generalises to a wider context: pseudo-holomorphic curves can be used
to deform the cohomology ring of a complex manifold, leading to Gromov–Witten
invariants and quantum cohomology. If time permits, I will give an important
application: for Deligne–Mumford stacks, quantum cohomology can be used to
produce a nontrivial ring structure on the cohomology of the inertia stack.



General Mathematics Seminar
of the

University of Luxembourg
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

May, 2014

Tuesday,May 20, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, RoomB02

Prof. Uwe Semmelmann
(Universität Stuttgart)

Almost complex structures on quaternionic Kähler manifolds and sym-
metric spaces

Abstract: In my talk I will explain how to prove the non-existence of almost com-
plex structures on certain classes of manifolds, e.g. quaternion Kähler manifolds
and homogeneous spaces of non vanishing Euler characteristic. The proof is based
on the Atiyah–Singer index theorem and elementary calculations with characteris-
tic classes. This is a joint work with Paul Gauduchon and Andrei Moroianu.



General Mathematics Seminar
of the

University of Luxembourg
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

June, 2014

Tuesday, June 10, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, RoomB02

Prof. Camille Laurent–Gengoux
(Université de Lorraine)

Atiyah classes for Lie algebroid pairs

Abstract: We shall explain why there is a Kapranov-dg manifolds (i.e. some par-
ticular kind L-infinity algebra) associated to any Lie algebroid inclusion. These
Kapranovdg-manifolds are encoded by a class of cohomology called the Atiyah
class. We shall explain the meaning of this Kapranov dg-manifold in terms of
“non-linearizability”, and give examples. This is a joint work with Stienon, Xu and
Voglaire.



General Mathematics Seminar
of the

University of Luxembourg
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

June, 2014

Tuesday, June 24, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, RoomB02

Prof. Riccardo Adami
(Polytechnic University of Turin)

Ground States for the Nonlinear Schrödinger Equation on graphs: to
be or not to be?

Abstract: Nonlinear Schrödinger equation on networks or ramified structures is
a fast growing subject with several applications. We give the basic notions and
discuss a recent result that links the existence of a ground state to the presence of
“bottlenecs” in the network. This is a joint work with E. Serra and P. Tilli.



General Mathematics Seminar
of the

University of Luxembourg
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

October, 2014

Tuesday,October 21, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, RoomB02

Prof. Oleg Sheinman
(Steklov Mathematical Institute and Independent University Moscow)

Lax operator algebras and integrable systems

Abstract: In my talk I shall tell how the theory of semi-simple Lie algebras and
the theory of holomorphic vector bundles on Riemann surfaces met in the field of
integrable systems, and had resulted in a new class of infinite-dimensional algebras
- the Lax operator algebras. Based on those, I will give a quite general formulation
of existence and Hamiltonianity of commuting hierarchies of finite-dimensional Lax
equations.



General Mathematics Seminar
of the

University of Luxembourg
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

November, 2014

Tuesday,November 4, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Thomas Willwacher
(ETH, Zurich)

Jointly orthogonal polynomials and classical ODEs

Abstract: The classical families of orthogonal polynomials (Jacobi, Laguerre, Her-
mite) are equivalently uniquely characterized as being solutions to some second
order differential equations, or through their orthogonality properties. There are
many other classical second order differential equations giving rise to families of
polynomials, which also satisfy orthogonality properties, but with respect to mul-
tiple inner products. For example, the polynomial solutions of the Lamé equation
are simultaneously orthogonal with respect to two inner products. It has been an
open problem whether the orthogonality properties in these cases already uniquely
determine the polynomials (up to scalars). We answer this question positively,
by developing a theory of polynomials orthogonal with respect to multiple inner
products in a suitable sense.

(A note to experts: our notion of “jointly orthogonal” polynomials is quite different
from the existing notion of “multiple orthogonal” polynomials, which has seen rising
interest in recent years, but seems not applicable to the above problem.)

The talk will be relatively elementary and accessible. We will also discuss some
less known elements of linear algebra, in particular how to define the eigenvalues
and -vectors of a non-square matrix.



General Mathematics Seminar
of the

University of Luxembourg
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

November, 2014

Tuesday,November 18, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Ping Xu
(Pennsylvania State University)

Symplectic realizations and +1 shifted symplectic stacks

Abstract: For a smooth manifold X, it is well known that T ∗X is a symplectic
manifold. The manifold X can be seen as a (rather trivial) Poisson manifold when
endowed with the zero Poisson bracket. The canonical projection from T ∗X to X
is a Poisson map and X is embedded as a Lagrangian submanifold of T ∗X (by the
zero section). In this talk, I will discuss a few important extensions of this result
to non-trivial (smooth or holomorphic) Poisson manifolds and its connection with
PTVV +1 shifted symplectic stacks.



General Mathematics Seminar
of the

University of Luxembourg
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

November, 2014

Tuesday,November 25, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, Room B02

Prof. Stanislaw Janeczko
(Warsaw University of Technology, Polish Academy of Sciences)

On exotic shapes of nano-spherical structures

Abstract: The simplest naturally ordered tetrahedral packing is built of an ordered
sequence of regular tetrahedra glued together face to face like linear packing of
tetrahedral helix, introduced implicitly by H. S. M. Coxeter. We show an explicit
formula for positions of all vertices and the complete description of the geometric
structure with optimal and singular folding of tetrahedral chains. Parametrization
of chains by sequences of ordered reflections is constructed and periodicity in their
combinatorial structure is found. Periodicity along a chain is based on the structure
of sequences of admissible triplets of integers and their cycling properties. The
corresponding numerical invariants and an indexing role of a binary tetrahedral
group were established. Applications with the practical use in nano-medicine will
be presented.



General Mathematics Seminar
of the

University of Luxembourg
in cooperation with the

Luxembourg Mathematical Society

December, 2014

Tuesday,December 16, 2014 at 17.00 Campus Kirchberg, RoomB02

Prof. Anton Khoroshkin
(HSE, Moscow)

Macdonald polynomials and Highest weight categories

Abstract: The goal of the talk is to explain an approach to the problem of cate-
gorification of Macdonald polynomials based on derived categories of modules over
certain Lie algebras of currents. I recall the definition of Macdonald polynomials
and explain it relationship with the K-theory of modules over certain Lie alge-
bra of currents. From this point of view Macdonald polynomials are characters of
certain exceptional collection in the corresponding derived category. Generalizing
the setup one can get other different families of orthogonal polynomials related to
representations of nonsemisimple Lie algebras. The corresponding theory becomes
much simple if one can prove the Highest weight property introduced originally for
category O by Beilinson-Bershtein-Gelfand. The example to be discussed is the
current Lie algebra g ⊗ C[x].
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